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Abstract

The present contribution delves into a recent development of the dialogical rules 
for proof-theory penned by Ansten Klev that arose from Per Martin-Löf’s take 
on assertoric knowledge as involved in the correctness criterion for assertion. The 
main aim of our paper is to set out the central steps towards a new Dialogical 
Framework called Immanent Reasoning II, which on the one hand integrates 
some of the CTT-rules developed by Klev, but on the other, develops further 
the general tenets of the dialogical perspective on meaning and logic. In contrast 
to Klev’s approach, IR-II contains rules that indicate how to develop plays and 
winning strategies for a thesis.

Keywords: dialogical logic, constructive type theory, dialogical meaning explanations, 
local meaning, local reasons, pragmatism, ethics and logic.

1 Introduction

The present contribution delves into a recent development of the dialogical rules for
proof-theory penned by Ansten Klev (202x) that arouse from Per Martin-Löf (2017)’s
take on assertoric knowledge. According to this view, the more fundamental applica-
tion of the notion of assertoric knowledge is in providing the correctness criterion for
assertion: J is correct iff the assertor assertorically knows J . An inference is valid iff
it preserves correctness from premisses to conclusion – so this definition depends on
the prior definition of correctness, which in turn makes use of the notion of assertoric
knowledge. The main aim of our paper is to set out the central steps towards a new
Dialogical Framework called Immanent Reasoning II (IR-II), which on the one hand
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integrates some of the CTT-rules developed by Klev (202x), but on the other it stud-
ies these rules in the larger context of the general tenets of the dialogical perspective
on meaning and logic. In constrast to Klev’s approach, which has not been designed
as a system for developing demonstrations within it, IR-II contains rules that indicate
how to develop plays and winning strategies for a thesis.

Basics in Dialogical Logic

Dialogical logic is a dialogue-based framework for meaning, knowledge and logic rooted
in a research tradition on argumentation that goes back to dialectics in Greek Antiq-
uity1, when semantic, epistemic and ethical issues were approached through debates
in which opposing parties discussed a thesis through questions and answers.

Contemporary “Dialogic logic” was conceived by Paul Lorenzen in 1958, the year of
his talk Logik und Agon held in Rome at the Twelth World Congress of Philosophy and
was further developed by Kuno Lorenz. Initially Dialogical logic aimed at overcoming
some limitations of Lorenzen’s own Operative Logik, Lorenzen (1955); Lorenz (2001);
Schroeder-Heister (2008).

The work of Lorenzen and Lorenz and the Constructivist School of Erlangen, took
later on the shape of an overall pragmatist and game-theoretical Dialogical Framework
for philosophy of language, logic and sciences. This framework was the outcome of the
intertwining of constructive mathematics and logic Lorenzen (1978), a dialectical read-
ing of the emergence of philosophy of language and logic in the Ancient Greek traditio
Ebbinghaus and Aristotle (1964); Lorenz and Mittelstrass (1966, 1967); Lorenz (2011),
and Wittgenstein’s notion of language games Lorenz (1970); Kamlah and Lorenzen
(1967); Lorenz (2008, 2011), with a special accent on the ethical undergirding of con-
ceptual thinking Lorenzen (1969); Lorenzen and Schwemmer (1973); Lorenz (2021).
Lorenz added three important methodological perspectives to the project, namely (i)
the reconstruction of ancient theories of meaning and knowledge including not only
Plato but also Indian traditions, (ii) a semiotic, Peircean, understanding of language
games, and (iii) the explicit use of mathematical game theory in logic Lorenz (1961,
1998, 2008, 2010, 2015, 2021).

Dialogical logic studies dialogues; but it also takes the form of dialogues. In a
dialogue, two parties (players) argue on a thesis (a certain statement that is the subject
of the whole argument) and follow certain fixed rules in their argument.

The player who states the thesis is the Proponent, called P, and his interlocu-
tor, the player who challenges the thesis, is the Opponent, called O. In challenging
the Proponent’s thesis, the Opponent is requiring the Proponent that he defends his
statement by a sequence of moves, shaped by the adopted rules for the development
of a dialogue, involving declarative utterances, called statements, and interrogative
utterances called requests.

The rules that shape a dialogue are divided into two kinds: particle rules and
structural rules, also called development rules. The particle rules set the local dialogical

1Though there have been parallel, often independent approaches in other traditions and periods, par-
ticularly in the Indian Subcontinent, Lorenz (1998), and also in the context of Medieval Islamic Juridical
Argumentation Theories, that were developed long before the reception of Aristotelian Logic, Young (2016,
2022).
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meaning explanation of an expression, the structural rules set its global dialogical 
meaning explanation. 

More precisely, the rules for local meaning, namely particle rules – i.e., rules for 
connectives and quantifiers, explain the meaning of an expression independently of the 
rules setting the development of a dialogue (also called play) and independently of who of 
the interlocutors is the one setting the thesis, i.e., these rules prescribe how to challenge a 
statement and how to defend it, but they do not fix who is the challenger and who is the 
defender.

The dialogical meaning explanations for the standard first order logical constants, in 
the original setting of Lorenzen and Lorenz, are the following Rückert (2011); 
Clerbout (2014c,b); Clerbout and McConaughey (2022) :

∨ Request Answer

X ! A ∨B Y ?∨

X ! A
or

X ! B
X: I state the following disjunction.
Y: Which side are you prepared

to defend?
X: I choose the left side.

or
X: I choose the right side.

∧ Request Answer

X ! A ∧B
Y ?L∧ X ! A

or
Y ?R∧ X ! B

X: I state the following conjunction.
Y: I choose you to state the left side.

or
Y: I choose you to state the right side.

X: I state the requested side.

⊃ Request Answer

X ! A ⊃ B Y ! A X ! B
X: I state the following implication.

Y: I grant you the antecedent,
you must state the consequent
X: Yes, this is what I now state.

¬ Request

X ! ¬A Y ! A
X: I state the following negation.
Y: I rather state the contrary

to what you just stated.

∃ Request Answer

X ! ∃xA(x) Y ?∃ X ! A[a/x]
X: I state that there is

at least one x which is an A.
Y: Who is it?

X: a is one of those x that are an A.

∀ Request Answer

X ! ∀xA(x) Y ?∀a X ! A[a/x]
X: I state that every x is an A.

Y: This should also hold for a, right ?
X: Indeed, a is an A.

Structural rules set the local dialogical meaning explanations in the context of 
the development of a play, development rules set global dialogical meaning expla-
nations. Several development rules are possible. Each determines which patterns of 
reasoning count as meaningful and which not, e.g., the choice between the rules SR1i 
and SR1c determines if the reasoning is shaped by either an intuitionistic or classi-
cal theory of meaning. The present rules are basic in the sense that different logics 
and meaning approaches might require extending them by either adding new rules or 
adding further conditions to the existing rules.
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SR0 (Starting rule)
A play starts with a player stating a proposition called the thesis; that player
becomes the Proponent (P) and the move is labeled move 02.
The other player, the Opponent (O), chooses a repetition rank determining
how many times she is allowed to challenge or defend any move in a play.
It is usually enough for O to choose a repetition rank of 1 (m := 1), labelled
move 1 and for P to choose a repetition rank of 2 (n := 2), labelled move 2.

Some remarks on SR0 — This rule should assure that plays are finite (though there

might be an infinite number of them). Indeed, one important feature of Lorenzen–Lorenz

conception of proposition and statement is its finiteness: for an expression to count as a

proposition A there must exist an individual play about the statement A, that reaches a

final position must be reached after a finite number of moves according to definite particle

and structural rules Lorenz (2001). If language-games are to be conceived as mediators of

meaning carried out by social interaction, these language-games must be games that we can

actually perform. This is what Lorenz’s notion of dialogue-definiteness is about. Clerbout

(2014c,b,a) delved into the metalogical consequences of the repetition rank and showed how it

is related to the semi undecidability of first-order logic. One important general philosophical

result of Clerbout’s work is that though every play must be finite, this does not prevent the

existence of an infinite number of them.

SR1i (Intuitionistic game-playing rule)
After the repetition ranks have been chosen, each move is a challenge or a
defense in reaction to a previous move, in accordance with the particle rules
shown previously.
Each player can challenge the same previous move at most n times, where n is
the player’s repetition rank, or defend against the adversary’s last unanswered
challenge3.

SR1c (Classical game-playing rule)
After the repetition ranks have been chosen, each move is a challenge or a
defense in reaction to a previous move, in accordance with the particle rules
shown previously.
Each player can challenge the same previous move, or defend against the same
previous challenge, at most n times, where n is that player’s repetition rank,
even if it’s not the last unanswered challenge (contrary to the Intuitionistic
rule).

Some remarks on SR1i and SR1c — The perspicuity and explanatory power won by

a dialogical setting, become a salient issue when it aims at motivating the choice of some

structural rules over others, such as the choice between SR1i and SR1c. Classical and in-

tuitionistic connectives share the same local meaning, but differ only on one rule on global.

2This labeling has the effect that whereas even numbers indicate moves by P, odd numbers indicate moves
by O.

3Notice that any challenge on a negation will always remain unanswered, since there is no defense against
it. Thus, such a challenge will always count as the last challenge. This rule establishes that the duty of
defending the last challenge first has priority over the repetition rank for defending.
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Thus, in a dialogical setting, if there is some common ground between classical and intu-

itionistic approaches to meaning, this common ground is to be found in the local dialogical

meaning explanations, given by player independent rules. By 1996 this stance on plural

approaches to meaning and knowledge was generalized and developed into the project of

Dialogical Pluralism launched by S. Rahman, Keiff (2007); Rückert (2011).

SR2.1 (Formal rule)
P may not state an elementary proposition unless O stated it first. Elementary 
propositions cannot be challenged. This rule shapes formal plays or purely 
assertoric plays, whereby no thesis can state an elementary proposition. 

SR2.2 (Socratic rule)
P may not state an elementary proposition unless O stated it first. Elemen-
tary propositions stated by can P be challenged, but not those of O. This rule
shapes material plays or material assertoric plays. In the case that the thesis
states an elementary proposition such as ! A, O can launch the challenge ?A,
iff she (O) did not state the same elementary proposition before. The elemen-
tary propositions of material plays have content4.
This requires a special rule for each of the elementary propositions involved in
a play, which stipulate that O can state some primitives when requested. For
example, in the case of statements involving natural numbers, the Socratic
Rule stipulates that P can always ask O to state that 0 is a natural number.
Once O has responded to such a request, P can overtake it. This is combined
with a rule for local meaning establishing that for any statement by X of the
form the successor of n is a natural number, the questioner can request X
to further state that n is also a natural number. In the case of empirical ele-
mentary propositions some verification process determined by epistemological
context at work will determine which elementary propositions can be stated
by O without challenge.

Some remarks on SR2 — These rules constitute one of the main features of the Dialogical

Framework. In fact, while working out a new concept of judgmental content, Martin-Löf

(2015, 2017, 2019a,b) highlighted the contribution of the Dialogical Framework to the notion

of assertoric knowledge and to Göran Sundholm (1997, 2012, 2019)’s germane concept of

epistemic assumption, which turns out to have an essential role in an explanation of validity

of inference that does not fall into the very well-known justification circle. The Socratic Rule

owes its name to Marion and Rückert (2015), who indicate some crucial texts in Plato’s and

Aristotle’s Dialectics as its historical source – see too Crubellier et al. (2019); McConaughey

(2021). It extends Lorenzen (1978) and Lorenz’s Formal Rule to material dialogues. Usually,

the statements governed by this rule are elementary statements and definitions, Clerbout

and McConaughey (2022). These rules are absent in Jaakko Hintikka’s Game Theoretical

4In fact, material assertoric plays, rather than formal plays, are the ones involved in the CTT approach
to assertoric knowledge.
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Semantics (GTS) and also in the further developments of it such as the ones by van Benthem

and collaborators – cf. Hintikka (1973) pp.77-82.

SR3 (Winning rule)
The play ends when it is a player’s turn to make a move but (s)he has
no available move left. That player loses and the other player wins.

Example of play

O P
! A ∨B ⊃ B ∧A 0

1 m := 1 n := 2 2
3 ! A ∨B 0 ! B ∧A 4
5 ?L∧ 4 ! B 8
7 ! B 3 ?∨ 6

• P states A ∨B ⊃ B ∧A (move 0)
• O and P choose their repetition rank (moves 1 and 2)
• O challenges ⊃ by granting the antecedent (move 3) and P answers with the
consequent (move 4)

• O challenges ∧ from move 4 by asking P to defend the left side (move 5). P can’t
answer immediately since SR2.

• P challenges ∨ from move 3 by asking O to chose one side (move 6). O chooses the
left side, and concedes B (move 7).

• P answers the challenge at move 5 with B (move 8) and finally wins !

Winning strategy and logical validity
The notion of winning a play is not enough to render the notion of inference or of 
logical validity: winning a play by P does not amount to the (logical) validity of the 
thesis. In the previous example, A ∨ B ⊃ B ∧ A is of course not valid, but P wins. 
However, P wins because O made the wrong choice: when O defends the disjunction, 
she chooses to state precisely what P needs to state, and the chosen repetition rank 
does not allow her to challenge twice the same move. There is obviously another play 
where O wins, namely, if she chooses the left side of the conjunction. Dually, a valid 
thesis can be lost because P this time, makes the wrong choice; e.g. P can lose a play 
with the thesis A ∧ B ⊃ B, if he chooses repetition rank 1 and asks O to state the left 
side of the conjunction.

Another telling example has been mentioned by Piecha (2015), namely the case of 
the thesis ¬A ∨ (A ⊃ A), which can be lost by P when playing with SR1i, though 
it is intuitionistically valid, namely when P chooses to answer the challenge on the 
disjunction with the left side.

There are several ways to define a winning strategy within a Dialogical Framework, 
Krabbe (1985); Clerbout (2014c,b,a); Rahman et al. (2018); Lion (2023). For the sake
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of a simple presentation we will offer a variation of Felscher (1985), which can be
also found in Redmond and Fontaine’s dialogical tables with branches Redmond and
Fontaine (2011), and in Piecha (2015) – Rahman et al. (2018), pp. 90-109 describe a
method for finding a winning strategy out of a succession of plays. A player X has a
winning strategy if for every move made by the other player Y, player X can make
another move, such that each resulting play is eventually won by X.

Definition. A strategy for P stating a thesis A is a tree T defined by:

• The root (node of depth 0) of T is the move P ! A
• If the node is an O-move (i.e., if the number of the node is odd), then it has exactly

one successor node (which is a P-move)5.
• If the node is a P-move (i.e., if the number of a node is even), then it has as many

successor nodes as there are possible moves for O at this position6.

A strategy for P is a winning strategy iff all the branches end by an elementary 
statement by P.

Proposition. A proposition is valid if P has a winning strategy for a thesis stating 
this proposition.

Proof. There are proofs in both case of classical or intuitionistic first-order logic in 
Felscher (1985); Clerbout (2014c,b,a).

Some remarks on winning strategy — Winning strategies for quantifier-free theses are 
always finite trees. Winning strategies for first-order theses can, in general, be trees of count-
ably infinitely many finite branches (each branch is a play). Infinite winning strategies for P 
can be avoided by introducing some provisos grounded on the following rationale led by the 
commitments prescribed by the Formal (Socratic) Rule: when O has the chance to choose 
how to challenge a universal or defend an existential, her optimal move is to always choose 
an a which is new with regard to the development of the play. On the contrary P, who need 
that O states an elementary proposition; challenges a universal of O or defends an existential 
by copying O’s own choices when she challenged a universal or defend an existential when is 
possible.

Dialogical meaning explanations and the invariant core
Central to the dialogical perspective is that preserving local meaning plays the role 
that admissibility had in Lorenzen’s earlier Operative Logik. Indeed, as pointed out 
by Schroeder-Heister (2008), admissibility was Lorenzen’s proof-theoretical venue to 
meaning and what distinguished his approach from formalism: admissibility allows 
us to identify a core of meaning invariant in relation to a set of rules. Admissibility 
continues to be one of the main tenets of contemporary proof-theoretical approaches

5Branches are introduced by O’s choices such as when she challenges a conjunction or when she defends
a disjunction.

6If there are many options for P only one will be retained. Indeed if there is a winning strategy for P it
is built out of one of P’s choices.
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after Prawitz’s developed attributions of admissibility into a system of normalization
procedures, Lecomte and Quatrini (2011a,b).

After the dialogical turn, the identification of the invariant core of meaning came
down to identifying the local meaning at work in both structural rules and strate-
gic rules. Moreover, attributions of admissibility to an inference are now replaced by
attributions of dialogue-definiteness: an expression enjoys the property of dialogue-
definiteness, if it can be stated as thesis in an individual finite Zero-Sum-play, that
ends with loss or win and is shaped by structural rules that preserve local dialog-
ical meaning explanations. Actually dialogue-definiteness is the condition for being
counted as a proposition Lorenz (2001). However, win or loss amounts neither to truth-
value definiteness nor to proof-theoretical definiteness. Indeed, according to the novel
approach, truth-value indefinite propositions such as the Law of Excluded Middle, can
give place to a decidable play on the thesis stating that Law, where P loses the game,
but this of course does not mean that there is a proof for its refutability —- i.e., that
P has a winning strategy for its negation.

Furthermore, in the dialogical setting, the justification of inference rules amounts
to showing that they preserve local meaning, that is, that they preserve a core of
dialogical meaning explanation invariant in relation to players, and to structural rules
and strategic rules7.

• In short, from the Dialogician’s perspective, the root of inference rules as expressed
by rules for building a winning strategy, is the player independent local dialogical
meaning explanations put at work by structural rules that preserve them. Dialogical
rules are not a dialogical interpretation of inference rules but they justify them.

• The former point is crucial for any form of dialogical pluralism, since choosing
between different patterns of reasoning assumes an invariant core in relation to
which the norms for determining both the development of a play and of a winning
strategy are to be constituted.

Actually, as pointed out by Lion (2020) pp. 125-159; 265-310, the invariant core
itself is the result of a prior dynamic semiotic process whereby this core meaning
has been fixed —- though the process can later on be launched again. According to
this view, the choices inherent in dialogical pluralism start before the discussion on
structural rules come to the fore.

As pointed out by Clerbout and McConaughey (2022), the development of the
Dialogical Framework experiences currently a thriving interest especially in the
field of argumentation theory, Gethmann (1982); Barth and Krabbe (1982); Wal-
ton (1984); Johnson (1999); Woods and Walton (1989); Woods et al. (2002); van
Eemeren and Grootendorst (2004); Prakken (2005); Vaidya (2013); Novaes (2015,
2020); Dutilh Novaes and French (2018); French (2019), history and philosophy of logic

7This is why tonk-like operators can be dismissed in the dialogical framework, Rahman and Redmond
(2016). Moreover, on one hand Crubellier et al. (2019), further developed by McConaughey (2021), interpret
Aristotelian proofs by ecthesis, as laying down the local meaning of the quantifiers given the Dictum de
Omni, on the other we know since the work of Ebbinghaus and Aristotle (1964), that Aristotelian reductions
to the perfect syllogism, inspired Lorenzen for the invention of admissibility, who by the way was the first
on proposing a dialogical reconsruction of Aristotles’s proof by ecthesis. Thus, according to Lorenzen’s
intepretation, reductions to perfect syllogism, if succesful, show that the reduced rules preserve the local
meaning layed down by the dialectical rules for quantifiers as encoded by the rules for ecthesis.
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and mathematics, Ebbinghaus and Aristotle (1964); Lorenz and Mittelstrass (1966,
1967); Miller (2020); Keffer (2001); Yrjönsuuri (2001); Hintikka (2006); Novaes (2007);
Castelnérac and Marion (2009); Crubellier (2011); Clerbout et al. (2011); Marion and
Rückert (2015); Gorisse (2017, 2018); Crubellier et al. (2019); Uckelman (2013); Young
(2016, 2022); McConaughey (2021); Iqbal (2022), non-classical logics, Rahman and
Rückert (1999); Keiff (2007, 2010); Rückert (2011), computer science, Blass (1992);
Lecomte and Quatrini (2011a,b); Fermüller (2003), applied linguistics, legal reasoning,
artificial intelligence and game theory, Ranta (1988, 1994); Hintikka (1996); Hintikka
and Sandu (1997); Prakken (2005); Ginzburg (2012). In the present paper we will
focus on the deployment of the Dialogical Framework within Per Martin-Löf’s Con-
structive Type Theory (CTT), Martin-Löf (2015, 2017, 2019a,b); Klev (2022, 202x);
Rahman et al. (2018), which takes anew one of the initial motivations of the dialogical
logic, namely the constructivist foundations of mathematics and logic, Beth (1955);
Coquand (1995); Felscher (1985); Sørensen and Urzyczyn (2006); Alama et al. (2011);
Uckelman (2013); Sterling and Angiuli (2021).

2 Immanent Reasoning

2.1 Enriching the Expressivity of the Dialogical Framework

Dialogues are games of giving and asking for reasons; yet, in the standard dialogical
framework, the reasons for each statement are left implicit. The Immanent Reasoning
(IR) framework imports a form of judgement from Martin-Löf’s Constructive Type
Theory (CTT) in Martin-Löf and Sambin (1984) in order to make these reasons explicit
in Rahman et al. (2018). Fully developed, statements thus have the following form:

X ! a ε B8

where B is a proposition and a its local reason, i.e., the particular, circumstantial
reason that entitles one to state B, which is read as X states that a provides evidence
for B. In this fashion, the reasons interlocutors have for making a statement are
specified at the object-language level. As expected, IR distinguishes local reasons and
strategic reasons. Local reasons are brought forth in particular plays, whereas strategic
reasons are a recapitulation of all the relevant plays for constituting a winning strategy.

Moreover, IR allows us to enrich the standard dialogical framework within an
interactive theory of meaning that makes use of the expressivity of the fully interpreted
languages at work in CTT. This expansion of the dialogical framework does not only
allow to integrate the CTT analyses of the notorious donkey-sentences, branching
quantifiers, and of generalized quantifiers (such as Most, At-Most, At-Least, and so
on) Sundholm (1986, 1989); Ranta (1994), but it also provided a venue for studies in
the history and philosophy of logic that brings to the light the rationale behind ancient
and medieval logical analyses Crubellier et al. (2019); Iqbal (2022), the dialogical
stance on contemporary and historical legal reasoning Rahman and Zarepour (2019)

8Whereby “ε” stands for type-token relation or element of a set. The most recent notation in CTT is “:”,
however, we use “ε” which was used by Lorenz and Mittelstrass (1966, 1967) for the instantiation-relation
within their dialogical analysis of Plato’s theory of meaning. In Immanent Reasoning “a ε α” stands for a
local reason for α.
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2.2 Immanent Reasoning revisited

While working out a new concept of judgmental content, Martin-Löf (2015, 2017,
2019a,b) highlighted the contribution of the Dialogical Framework to the notion of
assertoric knowledge and to Göran Sundholm (1997, 2012, 2019)’s germane concept of
epistemic assumption , which turns out to have an essential role in an explanation of
validity of inference that does not fall into a well-known justification-circle9. According
to this view, when justifying an inference it is enough to assume that someone else
has asserted the premises and under that assumption, show that you may then assert
the conclusion10 Klev (2022, 202x).

In those lectures and texts, which discuss the deontic undergirding of logic, Martin-
Löf points out that the main philosophical tenet of the dialogical approach is that
judgmental content amounts to the pragmatic and normative notion of a task to be
solved. On this account, a judgment, or an assertion, is correct if and only if the agent
making it knows how to (is able to, can) perform the task that constitutes its content
Klev (202x).

This takes us back to the inception of Dialogical Logic and to the work of Lorenz
(2010) and to his formulation of meaning as the mastery of an action schema. More-
over, the main philosophical tenet of dialogicians, Lorenz observes, is the rejection
of the usual reductionist ways to understand the interface between semantics and
pragmatics.

Lorenz’s general dialogical principle is that the interface between semantics and
pragmatics should be understood neither as the result of the semantization of prag-
matics at work in different varieties of formal semantics — where deontic, epistemic,
ontological, and temporal constraints become truth-functional operators; nor as the re-
sult of the pragmatization of semantics as promoted by speech act theories — where a
propositional kernel, when put into use, is complemented by moods yielding assertions,
questions, commands and so on Lorenz (2011).

In short, Lorenz (2010)’s view is that the differentiation of semantic and prag-
matic layers is the result of the articulation within one and the same utterance:
each utterance displays in principle both features, as it signifies (semantic layer) and
communicates (pragmatic layer).

In constrast to the proof-theoretical and inferentialist focus on assertions re-
garded as the minimal unit of conceptual content (Brandom (2000)), the Dialogical
Framework, bestows moves, called statements, the role of basic units of meaning
and knowledge rather than assertions. Whereas statements constitute some specific
language games called “Plays”, and assertions constitute the basic units of strategies.

9The usual conception in mathematics of judgment known as demonstrated judgment yields a circle
when it is used to justify inference. Indeed, “In mathematics, it is natural to count a judgment as known
if it has been demonstrated. Under this account of knowledge, the explanation of the validity of inference
becomes: the conclusion J can be demonstrated under the assumption that the premises J1, . . . , Jn have
been demonstrated. That a judgment has been demonstrated means, however, that it is the final conclusion
in a chain of valid inferences (we count an axiom as the conclusion of a valid inference with no premises).
At least for mathematical discourse, the explanation of inferential validity is therefore circular: it appeals
to the notion of demonstrated judgment, which in turn is explained in terms of validity.” Klev (202x)

10The point is that assertoric knowledge is weaker than apodictic knowledge: the latter but not the
former requires demonstration. The knowledge obtained by an epistemic assumption is of the assertoric kind.
When discussing the notion of epistemic assertion Sundholm (2019) produced the following formulation
(already present in some of Sundholm’s previous talks): “When I say therefore, I give others my authority
for asserting the conclusion, given theirs for asserting the premisses.”
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So, statements are, in the most general form they take in rules for local meaning,
player independent; however, assertions encode a monological can-must P-perspective.
Assertions encode the tasks that both players require to solve in order to build a
winning strategy.

From the dialogical point of view, strategies are constituted by plays, such that
the strategic objects won by a process of “recapitulation” on those plays encode the
sequence of moves which need to be carried out in order to accomplish the task asso-
ciated, now indeed, to the assertion at stake. Thus, though the dialogical perspective
shares the view with CTT that propositions are neither assertorically nor apodicti-
cally known – what is known is that the proposition is true (at the strategy level) –
it departs from the latter view by grounding knowledge – or acknowledged truth –
expressed by assertions, on the more basic notion of statement.

The interaction of statements, governed by the rules setting the dialogical meaning
explanations, and in particular by the Socratic Rule, constitutes the root of what at
the strategic level yields assertoric knowledge11.

The new approach to Dialogical Logic called Immanent Reasoning (IR), which
imports some of the insights of the fully interpreted language of CTT Rahman et al.
(2018), puts the play perspective in foreground. This seems to open a path for casting
Martin-Löf’s dialogical rules in a setting that puts these rules into plays.

Perhaps the main general differences ensue from the fact that whereas CTT focuses
on mathematics and demonstration, the main perspective of the Dialogical Framework,
particularly after the developments of Kuno Lorenz (1970, 2010, 2011, 2021), is natural
language.

The aim of the present chapter is to accomplish a double task, namely:

1. It aims at setting Martin-Löf’s dialogue rules for CTT (DCTT) as presented by
Klev (2022) in a framework for dialogical plays regulated by the Formal
(Socratic) Rule, the point of which is to break down a given content into simpler
and simpler components, reaching even-tually those elementary statements upon
which assertoric knowledge is grounded. We restrict our study to the rules for
logical constants.

2. It aims at offering an alternative formulation of IR, that we call IR-II, which should
on one hand simplify the notation of the original IR by adopting some ideas of
DCTT, and on the other, build bridges for crossing from the Dialogician’s per-
spective to the Inferentialist’s perspective. However, IR-II is not conceived as a
Dialogue setting plus a ready-made theory of Inference, but a Dialogical grounding
of Inference.

11A usual misunderstanding is to assume that the Formal Rule occurs in both, Hintikka’s GTS and
Lorenzen and Lorenz’s dialogical logic. This is a mistake which Ranta (1988) is not guilty of but it is
ubiquitous in the literature. Though Hintikka adopted the dialogical interpretation of the logical constants
of Lorenzen, he explicitly rejected the Formal Rule. According to Hintikka (1973) the Formal Rule does only
provide indoor games, and so he proposes to appeal to a model theoretical perspective once the analysis
procedure arrives at the level of elementary propositions; to this matter see too the further developments
of GTS-approach published in the collection Texts in Logic and Games, launched by Johan van Benthem
in 2007. Dutilh Novaes Novaes (2020) passes in silence over this difference (and its bearing on Sundholm’s
notion of epistemic assumption) when she compares Lorenzen and Hintikka’s game theoretical stances
on logic. In short, no assertoric knowledge or epistemic assumptions can be found in game theoretical
approaches other than the dialogical one.
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Of course, these objectives are on one side quite ambitious and on the other they
do not include finite sets in general. This will require a larger development: the present
paper should nevertheless take some first steps towards such a study.

3 The Dialogicians Stance: Towards Immanent
Reasoning II

Martin-Löf's DCCT constitute important progress towards linking CTT and 
dialogical logic, since it avoids the proliferation of notation used in IR-I. Moreover, 
Martin-Löf’s remarks on the contribution of dialogical logic to assertoric knowledge 
and valid inference is an important point towards motivating such an interactive 
stance.

From the dialogician’s point of view, the contribution of the dialogical framework 
amounts to furnishing a purely interactive notion of meaning invariant to introduction 
and elimination rules and to the underlying structural rules. Justifying an inference 
rule eventually comes down to showing that it emerges from the interaction of lo-
cal meaning explanations of the expressions involved. Moreover, instead of the type-
checking mechanism assumed by the CTT framework, the dialogical framework is en-
dowed with the decidable notion of dialogue-definiteness. In other words, the two new 
main innovations of dialogical logic are:
• The introduction of a level of meaning explanations invariant in relation to players,
plays and strategies

• The introduction of a level of plays upon which a mechanism for checking dialogue
definiteness is built and winning strategies are generated.

3.1 The Dialogical Meaning Explanations for IR-II

Disjunction, Conjunction, Existential Quantifier

The dialogical meaning explanations for disjunction, conjunction and existential are
almost the same as those in type theory Klev (2022, 202x). The main difference is that
the rules are formulated as player independent. The double arrow, ⇒, occurring in the
tables below, is to be understood as the play level analogue of the evaluation arrow
used in Klev (2022, 202x). As discussed further on in our text, the task associated
with a statement of the form d ⇒ c ε C is solved by certain form of calculation
which shows, when successful, how to yield c from d. The calculation itself, essentially
a process of what Klev calls definition unfolding, can also be shaped by means of
dialogical interaction rules.

12



∨ Request Answer · · ·

X ! d ε A ∨B Y ?∨d

X ! d ⇒ L∨(a) ε A ∨B
or · · ·

X ! d ⇒ R∨(b) ε A ∨B

· · · Request Answer Request Answer

Y ?∨

X ! L∨(a) ε A ∨B Y ?L∨(a) X ! a ε A
· · ·

X ! R∨(b) ε A ∨B Y ?R∨(b) X ! b ε B

∧ Request Answer · · ·

X ! d ε A ∧B Y ?∧d X ! d ⇒ ⟨a, b⟩ ε A ∧B · · ·

· · · Request Answer Request Answer

Y ?∧ X ! ⟨a, b⟩ ε A ∧B
Y ?L∧ X ! a ε A

· · · or
Y ?R∧ X ! b ε B

∃ Request Answer · · ·

X ! d ε (∃x ε A)B Y ?∃d X ! d ⇒ ⟨a, b⟩ ε (∃x ε A)B · · ·

· · · Request Answer Request Answer

Y ?∃ X ! ⟨a, b⟩ ε (∃x ε A)B
Y ?L∃ X ! a ε A

· · · or
Y ?R∃ X ! b ε B[a]

Implication, Universal Quantifier

It is the implication where the difference with the type-theoretical dialogue rules is
manifest. Indeed the dialogical meaning explanation of the implication, in a setting
for dialogues where the Formal Rule is at work, requires distinguishing:

1. The player independent rules for local meaning
2. The effects of the global rules, which put at work the rules for local meaning in the

context of the development of a play
3. The strategic meaning explanation that results from abstracting the function that

sets the meaning dependence of the consequent upon the antecedent shaped by the
play level global rules.

Concerning 1., let us recall that the local meaning explanations are not only player
independent: they also set what counts as a legitimate move independently of op-
timality considerations. In the case of implication, the rules simply determine that
challenging it amounts to the challenger’s providing a local reason for the antecedent
and the defender’s providing a local reason for the consequent.

13



The notation (L⊃
Y)R⊃

X ε A ⊃ B for the local reason does not yet read as a function;
it simply indicates that the defense of the implication requires the defender, X, to
defend the consequent by committing to b ε B after the challenger Y commits to the
antecedent by stating a ε A. In order to simplify the notation, we will drop in the
tables below the indexes X and Y occurring in (L⊃

Y)R⊃
X and in

(
L∀
Y

)
R∀

X. Who states
the antecedent, and who states the consequent, is anyway clear when the implication
is challenged.

⊃ Request Answer · · ·
X ! d ε A ⊃ B Y ?⊃d X ! d ⇒ (L⊃)R⊃ ε A ⊃ B · · ·

· · · Request Answer Request Answer

· · · Y ?⊃ X ! (L⊃)R⊃ ε A ⊃ B Y ! a ε A X ! b ε B

∀ Request Answer · · ·
X ! d ε (∀x ε A)B Y ?∀d X ! d ⇒

(
L∀)R∀ ε (∀x ε A)B · · ·

· · · Request Answer Request Answer

· · · Y ?∀ X !
(
L∀)R∀ ε (∀x ε A)B Y ! a ε A X ! b ε B(a/x)

Abstracting the function

The local reason for the implication indicates, that the answerer’s commitment to
the consequent is dependent upon the challenger providing a local reason for the
antecedent. From these moves a function can be abstracted, whereby the challenge
provides an argument for the function. But this abstraction takes place at the strategy
level.

Notice that if an implication such as d ε A∨B ⊃ B ∨A constitutes the thesis of a
dialogue, then there will be two plays for it which can be won by P, dependent upon
O’s choice : If O chooses the left side for defending the disjunction in the antecedent,
P can win by choosing the right side for defending the disjunction in the consequent.
If O chooses the right side for defending the disjunction in the antecedent, P can win
by choosing the left side for defending the disjunction in the consequent.

Now, from the carrying out of those plays, we abstract the function f ε A ∨ B ⊃
B ∨ A – provided it has been verified that identical arguments yield identical values,
and that a criterion of identity for functions is given, by producing the strategic object
λ(f) ε A ∨ B ⊃ B ∨ A12. The strategic object λ(f) encodes the information that
whatever results by breaking down what O brings as an argument for the antecedent,
namely a ε A (or b ε B), P can produce f(a) (resp. g(b)) for the defense of the analyzed
consequent. Notice that this abstraction procedure is similar to the one described by

12Verifying that the condition of functionality and that the criterion of identity for functions have been
fulfilled, can be implemented by suitable dialogical rules set at the strategy level.
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Sundholm (2013) for generalizing a demonstration with concrete content to logical
validity.

3.2 Demonstrations and Winning Strategies

In his talk for the award of Rolf Schock prize, Martin-Löf (2022) summarized the
dialogical view on inference with the following remarks:

The concluder receives the premises from the premissers, and in turn
gives away, or passes on, the conclusion. As a result of receiving the
premisses from the premissers, the concluder gets the right, or per-
mission, to request the premissers to perform their respective tasks
C1, . . . , Cn. The validity of the rule is tantamount to the concluder’s
ability to perform C when given this help from the premissers. Thus,
the effect is that the premissers together with the concluder can per-
form the conclusion task C. You see the novelty that is not present in
the usual explanations of inference and rules of inference: the novelty
is that in an inference, the concluder gets the right to ask the premis-
sers to perform their respective tasks C1, . . . , Cn, and that means that
the concluder gets helped by the premissers to perform these tasks.
The validity of the rule is tantamount to the concluder’s being able
to do C given this help from the premissers to do C1, . . . , Cn. This is
a less elegant formulation, but it has the advantage of bringing out
the interactive character of inference more clearly than Sundholm’s
formulation.

These words indeed stress the main feature of the interactive stance, which we
mentioned while discussing the dialogue rules for implication. Now, the term “help-
ing”, triggered an unfruitful discussion to decide if dialogical logic is collaborative or
adversarial: whereas Hodges (2001) accuses the dialogical rules for implication and
inference to involve collaboration rather than challenge, Novaes (2015, 2020) accuses
dialogical logic for being only or mainly adversarial 13. The truth is that, when the
focus is on assertoric knowledge, the dialogical setting is both, and this is what the
Formal (Socratic) Rule accomplishes.

As mentioned above, stipulating the Opponent’s (elementary) statements as un-
challengeable, helps to put the thesis under the toughest possible scrutiny. Be that as
it may, let us run a dialogue for proving the commutation of disjunction using IR’s
local dialogue rules in the context of the structural rules for the development of a
play and the definition of strategy.

13Let us recall once more the example of A ∨ B ⊃ B ∧ A, but let us consider now a concrete material
dialogue such as, say, (1 = 1 ∨ 1 = 0) ⊃ (1 = 0 ∧ 1 = 1), with repetition rank 1. Let us further assume
that O is in a “good” mood and that, after conceding the antecedent and P is stating the consequent, O
decides to ask for the right. Certainly, these are legitimate choices, but is O being collaborative? Moreover,
let us switch again to the more general case of formal dialogue for A∨B ⊃ B ∧A, where the content is not
apparent, and where O, after asking for the right, chooses herself A , if asked to choose for one of the sides
of the disjunction. On one side O collaborates in stressing the meaningful components of the implication,
on the other she is not by not submitting the thesis to the toughest possible scrutiny.
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Let us recall that in dialogical logic a proposition is valid iff P has a win-
ning strategy for a thesis constituted by a succession of relevant plays stating this
proposition.

3.2.1 Example

Prove e ε B ∨A, given the premise d ε A ∨B

The idea is clear: whatever O chooses for solving the task attached to the premise,
P can use it to solve his own task, depending upon O’s choice. So, the Opponent is
indeed helping the Proponent to solve his own task. This is the way a dialogicians
understands a dialogical demonstration. For the sake of simplicity, we silent the choice
of repetition ranks.

Notational convention : In the context of IR the notation P ! e ε B∨A [[d ε A∨B]]
indicates that P is committed to building a winning strategy for e ε B ∨A, provided
O grants d ε A ∨ B. Thus, a challenge on P ! e ε B ∨ A [[d ε A ∨ B]], amounts to O
stating d ε A ∨ B. In fact, this notation expresses the dialogical counterpart to the
proof-theoretically inference stroke, whereby the double square brackets enclose the
premises and the expression to the left of those brackets is the conclusion.

O P
P ! e ε B ∨A [[d ε A ∨B]] 0.0

0.1 ! d ε A ∨B ! e ε B ∨A 0.2
1 ?∨e 0.2 ! e ⇒ R∨(a) ε B ∨A 8
3 ! d ⇒ L∨(a) ε A ∨B 0.1 ?∨d 2
5 ! L∨(a) ε A ∨B 3 ?∨ 4
7 ! a ε A 5 ?L∨(a) 6
9 ?∨ 8 ! R∨(a) ε B ∨A 10
11 ?R∨(a) 10 ! a ε A 12

0.0. P I can prove e ε B ∨A, provided d ε A ∨B.
0.1. O Fine, let me grant d ε A ∨B, show me how you defend e ε B ∨A.
0.2. P Indeed, e ε B ∨A.
1. O What side are you going to choose in order to solve the task associated with the

disjunction?
2. P Well I will not answer yet. Tell me first which side are you going to solve your

own task ?
3. O d evaluates as a local reason for the left.
4. P So, let us play on the side of the disjunction of your own choice.
5. O The left side of A ∨B is my choice.
6. P How do you solve the task L∨(a) ε A ∨B ?
7. O a ε A.
8. P I will now answer your question posed at 1, by stating e ⇒ R∨(a) ε B ∨A.
9. O Fine, let us continue the play, according to this choice of yours.

10. P Yes, let us play on R∨(a) ε B ∨A
11. O How do you solve the task R∨(a) ε B ∨A ?
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12. P a ε A. In fact, when you stated a ε A in move 7 you gave me the authority of
stating it myself.

Obviously, the sequence of moves of this play above does not yet constitute a
winning strategy for P’s thesis. A winning strategy is one according to which P wins
whatever O chooses. So now we have to run a play, where O chooses the right with
his move 3. A winning strategy for such a thesis results by composing two plays, such
that whatever way O chooses to defend the disjunction d ε A ∨ B, it will provide a
play for e ε B ∨A won by P14.

Following the definition of strategy described in the introduction, a winning strat-
egy generated by a succession of relevant plays yields the following tree, with the thesis
at the root of the tree (depth 0), and where we assume that the repetition ranks have
been already fixed as m := 1 for O and n := 2 for P:

P ! e ε B ∨A [[d ε A ∨B]]
O ! d ε A ∨B
P ! e ε B ∨A

O ?∨e

P ?∨d

O ! d ⇒ L∨(a) ε A ∨B
P ?∨

O ! L∨(a) ε A ∨B
P ?L∨(a)

O ! a ε A
P ! e ⇒ R∨(a) ε B ∨A

O ?∨
P ! R∨(a) ε B ∨A

O ?R∨(a)

P ! a ε A

O ! d ⇒ R∨(b) ε A ∨ B
P ?∨

O ! R∨(b) ε A ∨ B 
P ?R∨(b)

O ! b ε B
P ! e ⇒ L∨(b) ε B ∨ A 

O ?∨
P ! L∨(b) ε B ∨ A 

O ?L∨(b)

P ! b ε B

3.2.2 C-Strategic Objects

Notice in the example above, the plays that shape the winning strategy, do not make
use of other rules than the dialogical meaning explanation for the disjunction. More-
over, the operator D(c, x.d, y.e) used in the CTT framework for the elimination rules
does not occur in any of those plays.

From a dialogical point of view, strategic rules, corresponding to elimination rules,
apply the local dialogical meaning explanations to those O-statements out of which
winning strategies for P will be built. As pointed out in Rahman et al. (2018) (chapter
7), strategies are conceived as a record or recapitulation of the interactions shaping
relevant plays, and thus their strategic objects, in their most general abstract form,
encode the most salient moves constituting those plays.

14Notice that all this very close to Immanent Reasoning. Indeed the arrow is very similar to instructions,
and evaluating the arrow is very close to our solving instructions.
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More precisely, C-strategic objects for the standard logical constants, the dialogical
counterpart to CTT-proof-objects occurring in elimination rules for those constants,
are operators composed by player indexed dialogical meaning explanations.

The equality rules for these strategic objects indicate how to reconstruct the plays
building a P-winning strategy for a thesis C, a family of sets, defined over disjunction,
implication/universal quantifier, or conjunction/universal quantifier.

Let us thus, discuss briefly the strategic objects for disjunction, conjunction and
implication.

The C-Strategic Object for Disjunction

Let us assume that P has a winning strategy for the thesis C, which is a family of sets
defined over the disjunction A ∨B, and let us further assume that

• O stated d ε A ∨B,
• for any x ε A chosen by O, P has a method m for developing a play on C[L∨(x)]
won by himself,

• for any y ε B chosen by O, P has a method m′ for developing a play on C[R∨(y)]
won by himself.

Then, the C-strategic object for the thesis C[d] has the following form, which of course, 
follows the CTT-notation for the selector for disjunction:

P ! D(d, x.m, y.m′) ε C[d]

How to evaluate the strategic object in order to obtain the relevant plays encoded 
by this C-strategic object is determined by the equality rules.

Assume that

• O stated a ε A,
• for any x ε A chosen by O, P has a method m for developing a play on C[L∨(x)]
won by himself,

• for any y ε B chosen by O, P has a method m′ for developing a play on C[R∨(y)]
won by himself.

Then the strategic object for C[L∨(x)] is:

P ! D(L∨(a), x.m, y.m′) = m[a] ε C[L∨(a)]

Similarly, assume this time that

• O stated b ε B,
• for any x ε A chosen by O, P has a method m for developing a play on C[L∨(x)]
won by himself,

• for any y ε B chosen by O, P has a method m′ for developing a play on C[R∨(y)]
won by himself.

Then the strategic object for C[L∨(x)] is:
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P ! D(R∨(b), x.m, y.m′) = m′[b] ε C[R∨(b)]

Given these rules, it is straightforward to show that the strategic objectD preserves
the local dialogical meaning explanation of disjunction. Indeed, assume that P stated
D(d, x.m, y.m′) ε C[d] and thatO granted d ε A∨B.P will respond toO’s challenge on
D by asking her to choose which side of the disjunction she is willing to defend, before
he commits himself to defend againt the challenge on D. If O’s choice is L∨(a) ε A
and the play on this move by O develops in such a way that she ends up by stating
a ε A; then, if P has a winning strategy, he will win with the move P ! m[a] ε C[L∨(a)].
This last move is P’s defence of the challenge on D. Same applies if the play on
O ! R∨(b) ε B develops in such a way that O ends up by stating b ε B. Notice that
what m and m′ are depend on the local dialogical meaning explanation for C. Thus,
the plays that build the winning strategy encoded by D develop the local dialogical
meaning explanations for A∨B and C. Similar dialogical “justification” can be given
for all of the C-strategic objects discussed below.

Remark

Concerning equality Rahman et al. (2018) pointed out that, from a dialogical perspec-
tive, equality between local reasons expresses the result, at the level of objects, of the
act of P stating a local reason on behalf or O’s authority. In other words, within IR-I
every use of the Socratic Rule at the level of local reasons gives rise to a judgmental
equality. In contrast to IR-I, here we do not systematically “objectivize” at the play
level the result of applying the Socratic Rule. Moreover, in IR-II the fundamental role
of judgmental equalities is to indicate how to obtain those plays (where the Socratic
Rules is at work) that build a winning strategy out of the resulting strategic object.

The C-Strategic Object for Conjunction

Let us assume that P has a winning strategy for the thesis C, which is a family of sets
defined over the disjunction A ∧B, and let us further assume that

• O stated d ε A ∧B,
• for any x ε A and any y ε B chosen by O, P has a method m for developing a play
on C[⟨a, b⟩] won by himself,

Then, the C-strategic object for the thesis C[d] has the following form:

P ! E(d, xy.m) ε C[d]

How to compute the strategic object in order to obtain the relevant plays encoded
by this C-strategic object is determined by the equality rules.

Assume that

• O stated both a ε A and b ε B[a],
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• for any x ε A and any y ε B chosen by O, P has a method m for developing a play
on C[⟨a, b⟩] won by himself,

Then, the strategic object for C[⟨a, b⟩] is:

P ! E(⟨a, b⟩, xy.m) = m[a, b] ε C[⟨a, b⟩]

In order to make explicit those plays that build the winning strategy it is useful
to have at hand the operators L∧(d), and R∧(d). These operators, which are the
dialogical counterpart of the left and right projections within CTT, can be defined in
terms of E as follows:

• L∧(d) = E(d, xy.x) ε A for d ε A ∧B
• R∧(d) = E(d, xy.y) ε B for d ε A ∧B

Notice that if O stated ⟨a, b⟩ ε A ∧ B, the further statements L∧(⟨a, b⟩) ε A and
L∧(⟨a, b⟩) = a ε A, can be introduced as answers specific to P’s request ?L∧

1
and P’s

request ?L∧
2
toO ! ⟨a, b⟩ ε A∧B. Similar holds for R∧(⟨a, b⟩) ε B and R∧(⟨a, b⟩) = b ε A

Recall that from a dialogical point of view, the dialogical counterpart to elimi-
nation rules, are rules that apply the local dialogical meaning explanations to those
O-statements out of which winning strategies for P will be built.

The C-Strategic Object for Implication

Let us assume that P has a winning strategy for the thesis C, which is a family of
sets defined over the implication A ⊃ B, and O stated d ε A ⊃ B. This requires the
winning strategy for C to be built from the function abstracted from the local reason
(L⊃)R⊃ ε A ⊃ B, provided a criterion of identity for functions is given, and the local
reason fulfils the condition of functionality 15. More precisely O’s d is then the abstract
λ(f), whereby the function is an element of the function type (A)B16. Moreover, P
has a method m for developing a play on C[λ(f)] won by himself, for every f in (A)B.

In other words, assume that P has a winning strategy for the thesis C, which is a
family of sets defined over the implication A ⊃ B, and further assume that

• O stated d ε A ⊃ B,
• Whenever O produces a f , such that f ε (A)B, P has a method m(f) for developing
a play on C[λ(f)], such that P ! m(f) ε C[λ(f)] is won by P himself,

Then the strategic object for C[d] is:

P ! F(d,m) ε C[d]

15As pointed out in Klev (2022, 202x), dialogically speaking, functionality requires the defender of
f ε (α)β to produce f(a) = f(a′) ε β whenever the challenger provides a = a′ ε α. In the dialogical setting,
the criterion of identity for functions amounts to the following 1) the defender of f ε (α)β must produce
f ε (α′)β′ whenever the challenger provides (α)β = (α′)β′ ε type; 2) the defender of f = f ′ ε (α)β must
produce f = f ′ ε (α′)β′ whenever the challenger provides (α)β = (α′)β′ ε type

16The dialogical notation (L⊃)R⊃ for the local reason of an implication, where “L⊃” stands for the
antecedent and “R⊃” of an implication already suggests that such a local reason, in its most general.
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In higher-order notation the CTT-operator Ap can be defined as follows:

Ap(d, a) := F(d, (y)y(a))

where y is a bound function variable. Then we obtain

P ! Ap(d, a) ε B[a]

The point is that dialogical speaking, an application Ap(d, a) amounts to P pro-
ducing a winning strategy for B[a] when d is a local reason for A ⊃ B and a is a local
reason for A.

3.3 The Dialogician’s view on Evaluations

According to the DCTT-rules as presented in Klev (202x), evaluation assertions are
solved by acts of calculation17. However, in a lecture Klev (2022) has developped rules
for challenging and answering evaluations. Let us discuss both approaches separately.

3.3.1 Evaluation as Calculation

From a dialogical point of view, the answers c ε C (where c stands for a canonical
element) and d ⇒ c ε C to the request on solving the task expressed by some statement
of the form d ε C, are understood as commitments, namely,

• To make it explicit how the task expressed by the challenged statement is solved.
This commitment amounts to choosing a canonical element.

• The commitment that d evaluates to the previously chosen canonical element18.

If we wish to integrate calculations within a dialogue we can place those acts in
sub-plays, such that their outcome influences the development of the main play:

1. the evaluation is challenged,
2. the evaluation is then carried out outside the main play,
3. the result is then brought into the main play, if the result is positive the play

continues, if the result is negative the play stops and the antagonist wins.

With regard to the challenge, we adopt the following form of request19:

P ! d ⇒ c ε C or P ! ̸⇒ -give-up

Whereby the box with the exclamation mark indicates that the statement is as-
sociated to an act of calculation that takes place at a sub-play. Notice that from the
dialogical point of view calculations can also be integrated to the dialogical frame-
work, as a sequence of requests and answers determined by the dialogical meaning
explanations for the expressions involved.

17If an assertion involves a purely mathematical quantity, its value is determined by calculation. However,
if an assertion involves an empirical quantity its value is determined by experiment – Martin-Löf (2014) p. 5.

18Thus, both parts for solving the task are to be accomplished in interdependence. So, assume that it is
asserted that 2 + 2 ε N and as answer to the request, the assertions 2 : N and 2 + 2 ⇒ 2 ε N are produced.
Clearly the first response is fine and the second response, applies blindly the rule, but the second answer
asserts that an impossible calculation is doable.

19This is an adaptation of Ranta (1994)’s formulation of questions.
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Let us put this together in a table

⇒ Request Answer

P ! d ⇒ c ε C O ? ⇒ | ̸⇒
P ! d ⇒ c ε C

or

P ! ̸⇒ -give-up

3.3.2 Evaluation as Definitional Unfolding

Klev’s evaluation rules are inspired by the inductive definition of the evaluation re-
lation given by Martin-löf (2021) p. 106. In type theory, evaluation is understood
as definitional unfolding, that is, repeated replacement of definiendum by the corre-
sponding definiens until a primitive object is reached. Each such replacement can be
understood as an evaluation step. If challenged, an evaluation judgement, d ⇒ c ε C,
is defended by shortening the evaluation by one step: replace d by its definiens, say
d′, and assert d′ ⇒ c ε C. If d′ is c, that is, if there is a definitional equation with d as
definiendum and c as definiens, the defence is complete, and there is no assertion of
the form d ⇒ c ε C to be made. Otherwise, this assertion must be made, and it may
in turn be challenged.

The following are the DCTT-rules for challenging an evaluation assertion:

⊢ d ⇒ c : C
?

⊢ d′ : C

⊢ d′ ⇒ c : C

:⊢ d = d′ : C
or

:⊢ d = c : C

Whereby “:⊢”, stands for stipulation. The dotted line indicates that defender has
the choice between making the three assertions displayed above the dotted line and
asserting the identity displayed below that line.

In IR-I, as already mentioned, we used local reasons for statements. Local reasons
were resolved by rewriting, in a sense close to the rules for challenging and answering
evaluations mentioned above. However, the evaluation procedures, which in IR-I were
called resolutions, required some redundant repetitions of identities. Klev (2022)’s new
evaluation rules, which are simpler, can be adapted to the present dialogical setting.
The main idea is to link the answer to the evaluation to the answer to a request on
the canonical object involved.

In fact, from the dialogical point of view, the key notion with regard to the iden-
tities evoked by an evaluation is play-invariance: when stating d ⇒ c ε C the player
stipulates that a play on d ε C will yield c, and thus, if this is the case, the further plays
are indistinguishable. For example, given d ⇒ i(a) ε A ∨B, if the play on d ε A ∨B,
yields a ε A, then the identity d = i(a) ε A ∨ B is said to have been verified modulo
play invariance.
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In formal dialogues, when the content of the elementary proposition(s) constituting
C are not known, the identity between d and c is established by either a one-step
rewriting modulo (formal) play invariance, or by a chain of one-step rewritings rules
such that the last yields the identity to c:

⇒ Request Answer

X ! d ⇒ c ε C Y ?⇒

X ! d = c ε C
or

X ! d = d′ ε C
X ! d = d′ ε C Y ?⇒d′ X ! d′ ⇒ c ε C
X ! d′ ⇒ c ε C Y ?⇒ same alternatives as before

However, in practice, in formal dialogues, the first option is the one that will be
systematically applied. Notice that the play invariance condition will prevent state-
ments such as 2 + 2 = 1 ε N. In material dialogues, play invariance amounts to
having explicit dialogical meaning explanations for all of the expressions occurring in
an evaluation statement, including the elementary proposition(s) occurring the state-
ment. This yields, dialogical calculations, within material plays. Moreover, given such
meaning explanations, the identity statement as a whole can be verified at once.

Summing up, within the IR-II setting, since identities are verified by play invari-
ance, the distinction between calculation and definitional unfolding procedures is less
rigid, unless empirical procedures are involved. However, even in the latter case, the
result can be integrated into the dialogical setting.

• In relation to the structural Rules for IR-II, they are basically the same as the
ones for basic Dialogical Logic, with one exception. A challenge on an evaluation
is restricted by a repetition rank specific to this operator. More precisely, since the
arrow can be challenged twice – namely, once for “introducing” the arrow, and once
for developing the evaluation itself, the repetition rank on the evaluation arrow is
fixed to 220.

4 The True Dialogician

From the perspective of Per Martin-Löf’s Constructive Type Theory (CTT) dialogical
rules have as main purpose to serve as formalized meaning explanations for the forms
of assertoric content employed in type theory.

From the perspective of Catarina Dutilh Novaes (2020)’s Built-In-Opponent (BIO),
the dialogical interpretation of inferences has as main purpose to lead to convince
and/or persuade a (sometimes plural) addressee concerning the reasoning behind the
inferential steps employed in a deduction carried out by means of a sequent calculus.

Both approaches stress important insights of the Dialogical Framework: the inter-
twining of deontic and epistemic features of meaning, in the case of CTT, and the role
of psychological and sociological aspects, in the case of the BIO-approach. However,

20Notice that all this very close to Immanent Reasoning, the arrow, is very similar to instructions, and
evaluating the arrow is very close to our solving instructions.
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in constrast to the CTT and the BIO understanding of the Dialogical Framework,
Dialogicians do not conceive their approach as the result of combining a Dialectical
framework with a ready-made theory of Inference, but as a setting that provides a Dia-
logical Theory of Meaning, within which winning strategies accomplish the inferential
task.

According to the old approach of what we indulge in calling the perspective of
the True Dialogician, the play level is the level where meaning is forged. It reduces
neither to the (singular) performances that actualize the interaction of the play level,
nor to the constitution of the schema that yields a winning strategy. Nevertheless,
the possibility of selecting not only those plays that accomplish best the explicative
task towards knowledge and endorsement of a targeted (sometimes plural) or more
generally putative addressee, but also the norms for the development of these plays,
is indeed one of the most salient virtues of the Dialogical Framework.

We call our dialogues Dialogues for Immanent Reasoning precisely because reasons
behind a statement, that are now explicit denizens of the object-language of plays, are
internal to the development of the dialogical interaction itself.

The emergence of concepts, so we claim, are not only games of giving and asking for
reasons (games involving Why-questions): they are also games that aim at displaying
how is it that the reason brought forward accomplishes an explicative task on the moves
leading to the proposed conclusion. Dialogues for immanent reasoning are dialogical
games of Why and How constituted by actualizations and schematizations.

However, within the Dialogical Framework actualizing and schematizing should not
be understood as performing two separate actions: through these actions we acquire
the competence that is associated with the meaning of an expression by learning to
play.

This feature of Dialogical Constructivism stems from Herder’s view – Herder (2016)
– that the cultural process is a process of education, in which teaching and learning
always occur together: dialogues display this double nature of the cultural process in
which concepts emerge from a complex interplay of why and how questions.

In this sense, as pointed out by Lorenz (2010), the dialogical teaching-learning
situation is where competition — the I-perspective — and cooperation — the You-
perspective — interact: both intertwine in collective forms of dialogical interaction
that take place at the play level.

The insights of Paul Lorenzen and Kuno Lorenz on dialogical logic as re-
establishing the historical links of ethics and logic provides a clear answer to Wilfried
Hodges’s skeptical view Hodges and Väänänen (2019) to what the Dialogical Frame-
work’s contribution is. Hodges’s criticism seems to target the mathematical interest of
a dialogical conception of logic, rather than a philosophical interest, which does not
to attract much of his interest after all. The deep links concerning meaning between
dialogical logic and constructive type theory might give an answer to Hodges’s worries
on the mathematical or logical interest of the dialogical framework.

In lieu of a general plaidoyer for the Dialogical Framework’s philosophical contri-
bution to the foundations of logic and mathematics, which would bring us too far Lion
(2023), let us highlight three points which result from the above remarks:
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1. The dialogical framework offers a sound and robust venue for the development of
inference-based foundations of logic.

2. The interaction of epistemic and deontic notions rooted in local dialogical meaning
explanations sets new ways of implementing the pragmatics/semantics interface
within logic.

3. The dialogical setting is an irreducible feature of meaning and knowledge, whereby
knowledge in general and assertoric knowledge in particular is rooted in the
interactive stance on elementary statements.

Formal semantics in the Tarski-style is blind to the first point, misunderstands the
nature of the interface involved in the second, and ignores the third.

Of course, this goes towards a radical form of dialogicism that we happily profess
and promote and can understand that not everyone would like to endorse. However,
the present proposal can also be seen as an invitation for reflecting together on some
common ground that, at least some of us share.
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